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Red Blue Chair by Gerrit Thomas Rietveld

DATE/
Designed in 1918, executed by Groenekan between 1960-1964

MATERIALS/
Stained solid beech frame with dowel joints; painted beech plywood (multiply) seat and backrest

DIMENSIONS/
80 x 66 x 86 cm

$45,000



Red Blue Chair by Gerrit Rietveld

VIVID organized in 2013 the first -ever- Rietveld exhibition in a Dutch gallery. 4 years later 

VIVID presented works by Gerrit Rietveld (1888-1964) in the exhibition 'Social design of Rietveld'

Where an even larger range of works by the greatest Dutch architect and designer were shown.

The Red Blue Chair, one of the works that were on display in both exhibition, was designed 

more than 100 years ago by Gerrit Rietveld. It turned out to be Rietveld's manifest of ideas and 

it also represents one of the first explorations by the De Stijl art movement in three dimensions. 

The design process he developed in that time had the intention to contribute to an improving 

human well-being and livelihood. 

With the Red Blue chair Rietveld's goal was to relieve the volume of the classic armchair and 

focus on functionality. The result was a chair that consisted of fifteen bars, two rectangular plates 

as a backrest and seat, and two side panels (that would disappear later on).  Hoping that much 

of his furniture would eventually be mass-produced rather than handcrafted,  Rietveld aimed for 

simplicity in construction. 

As an architect he designed in 1924 the famous Rietveld Schroder House in Utrecht. It was his first 

private house and at the end of his life he had designed round 100 private homes, mostly villas.

One of the last villa was the Verpaalen home in Breda that was finished in 1964. He visited the 

villa when it was finished just a couple of months before he died. For this villa he designed a unique 

blue bench and he also wanted a Red Blue chair been placed in the hall near the entrance.



G.H. Rodijk, De huizen van Rietveld (Houses by Rietveld), page 192/193:     Verpaalen Villa in Breda



Previous owner, who bought the chair at Christie’s in 1999. In his hand the Christie’s catalogue.
The red back, showing left/under a scar 



After the Verpaalen Villa was sold the Red Blue chair and Blue Bench went to Christie’s Amsterdam

Christie’s Catalogue 1999, page 70: Red Blue chair and Blue Bench from Verpaalen house in Breda



Christie’s Catalogue: image Red Blue chair was rotated in catalogue. 

                                      image of the hallway of the villa with the chair



photos of the chair (black one is under the seat)



with a small restauration the scar on the red back has almost disapeared
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